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Abstract
In this article we introduce the singular tangle, singular rational
tangle. Topological folding, conditional topological folding of
rational tangles are deduced. All types of topological folding of a
tangle into itself are discussed. The limit of all types of topological
folding is described. The relations between tangle, rational tangle
and braid are studied.
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I. Introduction and Background
A braid theory introduced by E. Artin at 1925, and the concept
of braid theory was found to have applications in other fields
after the 1950s and this gave fresh impetus to the study of braids.
More studies on braid theory are studied by many researches
by this braid theory has gradually been prospected, refined and
polished. In mathematics it is, now, recognized from one of the
basic theories, and is of benefit in such branches as topology and
algebraic geometry. Also, it is of profound use in other areas of
the sciences physics, statistical mechanics, chemistry and biology.
The iridescent hue of this concepts flowering into full bloom
and activity occurred in 1984, when V.Jones put into action with
inordinate success the original aim of Artin. i.e. the application of
braids to knot theory. A tangle is a generalization of the concept of
a braid. During the period from the end of the 1960s through the
beginning of the 1970s, Conway pursued the objective of forming
a complete table knots,the knot invariants that had been discovered
up to that point in time were not sufficient to accomplish this
aim, therefore, Conway pulled another jewel from this bag of
cornucopia and introduced the concept of a tangle. In this article
our intention introduces the concepts of topological folding and
conditional topological folding of tangle, and we will discuss
the relation under topological folding between braid and tangle,
continuations of the four articles [1,2,3,4] ,which is a new direction
on knot theory. The folding of manifold defined by Rebortson [5]
and the folding of manifold into another, or into itself are studied
by El-Kholy [6] and El-Ghoul [7-11].
Here we will summarize some definitions and basic concepts
which we will use it in the main results.
Definition 1.1 [12-13]
Let D be a unit cube, so D = {(x,y,z): 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 1} on the top
face of cube place n points, a1, a2,…,an, and similarly place n
points on the bottom face b1, b2,…,bn.
Now, join the points a1, a2,…, an with b1, b2,…,bn by means
of n arcs d1, d2,…,dn (as smooth curves), this arcs are mutually
disjoint and each di connects some aJ to bK (J = K Or J ≠ K) not
connect aJ to aK or bJ to bK.
Each plane Es, such that Z = S, 0 ≤ S ≤ 1
(parallel to xy- plane) intersections each arc di at one and only
one point. A configuration of n arcs d1, d2,…,dn with end points
a1, a2,…,an and b1, b2,…,bn is called n – braid or a braid with n
strings denoted by βn see fig. 1.
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Fig. 1:
Definition 1.2 [13]
Let D be a unit cube with n points a1, a2,…,an on the top face
and n points b1, b2,…,bn on the bottom face. A set of n mutually
disjoint simple arcs d1, d2,…,dn in D that connect a1, a2,…,an to
bJ1, bJ2,…,bJn respectively, is called a (n, n)-tangle, where (J1,
J2,…,Jn) is a permutation of (1,2,…….,n) in fig. 2 a is (1,1)-tangle
and b is a (2,2)- tangle.

(b)
(a)
Fig. 2:
Note that every n-braid is a (n , n)-tangle, the converse is not
true.
Definition 1.3 [14]
A map F : M →N, where M,N are C ͚ Rimannian manifolds of
dimension m , n , respectively, is said to be an isometric folding
of M into N, if and only if for any geodesic path g : J →M the
induced path F o g : J →N is a piecewise geodesic and of the same
length as g .if F does not preserve length ,then F a topological
folding.
Definition 1.4 [15]
An n- dimensional manifold is a Housdorff topological space M
,such that every point of M has a neighborhood homeomorphic
to open set U ⊂ Rn
Definition1.5 [1]
A folding which folds a point of upper arc crossing on a point of
lower crossing is said to be a crossing topological folding.
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Definition 1.6 [16,13]
Let A be a subset of a topological space X .A continuous map r∶
X →A is said to be retraction if r(a)=a for all a ∈A.

Where αn≠ 0 and α1, α2,…,αn the integer of the rational tangle
we denote to the continued fraction of a rational tangle by C (α1,
α2,…,αn) [13-14, 17].

Definition 1.7 [16]
A subset A ⊂X is deformations retract of X if there is a retraction
r∶ X ⟶A such that i o r homotopic to the identity map. That is,
there exists a continuous function f∶ X ×[0,1] ⟶X such that for x
∈X ,f (x,0)=x and f (x,1)=r(x) and for all a ∈A and all t ∈[0,1],
f (a,t)=a.
Remark 1.1 In the article we will draw the tangle without cube
for easy.

Theorem 1.1 (Conway’s theorem )
The two rational tangle T1 and T2 are ambient isotopic if and
only if their associated continued fractions evaluate to the same
rational number.

Definition 1.8 [17]
The exceptional tangles are the simple tangles which show in
the Fig. 3

II. The Main Results
To obtain the main results ,we will introduce the following
definitions.
Definition 2.1 A (n,n)-singular tangle is a (n,n) –tangle which has
some intersections points in its strings.
Definition 2.2 A numerator topological folding denoted by Nf is a
topological folding which folds a point a1 onto a2, and b1 onto b2,
a denominator topological folding denoted by Df is a topological
folding which folds a1 onto b1 and a2 onto b2 fig. 5.

Fig. 3:
Definition 1.9 [13]
Suppose f is a homeomorphism that maps the cube D to itself
and maps the set {a1, a2, b1, b2} (the ends point of a tangle) to
itself ,but necessarily as the identity (i.e., f need not map a1 to a1,
et cetera).Then a rational tangle that is the image of the ∞-type
tangle under the homeomorphism.
Definition 1.10 [17]
The direct sum, product, + twist, - twist and integral tangle show
in fig. 4.

Fig. 5:
Theorem 2.1 Every crossing topological folding from a tangle T
into itself gives a singular tangle.
Proof: Let T be a tangle and f be a crossing folding from T into
itself ,then f (T) has at least one point intersection of two arcs
.i.e., f (T) is a singular tangle.
Corollary 2.1 Every crossing folding from a pure tangle T into
itself gives a pure singular tangle.

Fig. 6:

Fig. 4:
Every rational tangle associated with continued fraction on the
form
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Note that the tangle in fig. 7 is a rational tangle its continued
fraction is C(-4,-1).
In our paper we define the continued fraction associated with
singular rational tangle by C (α1, α2,…,αi+mδ,...,αn, 0 ≤ i ≤ n) sign δ
dependent on sign of αi, if αi = 0 then sign of δ take the + and -.
In Fig. 6 the continued fraction singular rational tangle is C(-4,
δ).
Corollary 2.2 Every crossing topological folding from a rational
tangle T into itself gives a singular rational tangle.
Theorem 2.2 Let T be a (n , n)- tangle, then there is n! topological
foldings from T into it self ,such that every topological folding
gives a link(a knot in particular case).
Proof: Let a1,a2,…,an be n points on the top face of the unit cube
D and b1, b2,…,bn be n points on the bottom face, then we can
define a topological folding f from T into it self by f(a1) = b1,
w w w. i j e a r. o r g
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f(a2)=b2,…,f(an )=bn, also we can define another by permutes to
the bi , by this way the set of topological foldings is the set of all
permutations on n numbers 1,2,3,…..,n ,hence there is n! distinct
topological folding. Alexander's theorem states that any knot can
be obtained by closing a braid ,in more general by closing any
(n ,n)- tangle we can construct a link or a knot in particular with
non-crossing or with crossing.
Note that the set of topological foldings with the composition
of map forms a group this group isomorphic to the permutations
group (Sn, o).
The following corollary is the special case from theorem 3.2.
Corollary 2.3 Every numerator topological folding Nf and
denominator topological folding Df from a rational tangle T into
itself gives a link, (a knot in particular case).
Proof: Let T be a rational tangle and Nf be a numerator topological
folding or denominator
Topological folding Df from T into itself ,then Nf or Df makes
T a one simple closed curve or more which means T becomes a
link or a knot in particular case.
Example 2.1 The Fig. 7 bellow shows the effect of Df on T1,T2
and T1 + T2.
Fig. 8:
Corollary 2.5 Every denominator topological folding Df from a
braid β into itself gives a link, (a knot in particular case).
			

T1

			

T2

Example 2.2 Let β = σ13 be a 3-braid then ( )3
Df(σ13) is a trefoil knot see fig. 9.

Fig. 9:

			
Fig. 7:

T1 + T2

Corollary 2.4 Every topological folding f from a 2-braid β into
itself such that f (a1) = b2, f (a2) = b1 and makes n-cross get a
different links, (knots in particular cases) as shown in fig. 8(a) , also
every topological folding f from a 2-braid β into itself such that
f (a1) = a2, f (b1) = b2, and makes n-cross get a different links,
(knots in particular cases) as shown in fig. 8(b) bellow.

Note that the numerator topological folding Nf vanish relative
to the n-braid ,where n>2.
Remark 2.1 Let T1, T2 be two rational tangles, if Nf (T1) and Nf
(T2) are both nontrivial knots ,then not necessary Nf (T1+T2) is a
non-trivial knot. By example we show that.
Let T1, T2 be a two rational tangle fig. 10 a, their direct sum in
Fig. 10(b), Nf (T1) Fig. 10(c), which is a non trivial knot, Nf (T2)
Fig. 10(d), also nontrivial knot, but Nf (T1+ T2) in fig. 10(e), is
a trivial knot.

(a)

w w w. i j e a r. o r g
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(b)

(c)
Fig. 11:
Theorem 2.5 Any (n,n) –tangle can be deformed by a sequence
of topological folding by change torsion into a n-braid.
Proof: First we can easy change a (n,n)-tangle into a pure (n,n)tangle by topological folding by change torsion , hence , it suffices
to proof the theorem for the special case of pure (n,n)-tangle by
induction. The theorem holds if n=1, assume the theorem holds for
any pure (m,m)-tangle where 1 ≤m <n ,if we remove the last n-m
string the resultant (m,m)- tangle equivalent m-braid by adding
n-m straight string we get a n-braid.
Example 2.4: Let T be a (3,3) –tangle by sequence of topological
folding by change torsion we get a -braid see fig. 12.

(d)

(e)
Fig. 10:
Remark 2.2: Let T1, T2 be two rational tangles, if Df (T1) and
Df (T2) are both nontrivial knots, then not necessary Df (T1*T2)
is a non-trivial knot..
In the the example in Remark 2.1 by return T1 and T2 900(clockwise)
and take the product we obtain the result.
Theorem 2.3: Let T1, T2 be two singular rational tangles, then
Df (T1) and Df (T2) are both singular knots, also Df (T1 *T2) and
Df (T1+ T2) are singular knots.
Proof: The proof is clear.
The theorem 2.3 also true for Nf (T1 ), Nf (T2), Nf (T1 *T1) and
Nf (T1+ T2).
Theorem 2.4 Let T be a rational tangle, the limit topological
foldings by change torsion from T into it self is a exceptional
tangles of 0-type or ∞-type.
Proof: Let g be a homeomorphism that maps the cube D to itself
and maps the set {a1, a2, b1, b2} (the end points of a tangle T)
to itself, by definition 1.9 T is the image of the ∞-type tangle or
-type tangle under the homeomorphism g, by change the end
cross of T under effect a topological folding f1, the f1 (T) also
a rational tangle also is an image of the ∞-type tangle under the
homeomorphism g, by Continue we get f1: T⟶T, f2: f1 (T) ⟶
f1 (T), f3: f2 (f1 (T)⟶f2 (f1 (T),….,fn:fn-1 (…f1 (T)…)) and hence
limn⟶∞ fn=∞- type or 0 - type.
Example 2.3 Let T be a rational tangle and f be a topological
folding by change torsion, then the limit of topological folding
is a ∞-type see fig. 11.
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Fig. 12:
Corollary 2.5: Any rational tangle can be deformed by a sequence
of topological folding by change torsion into a 2- braid.
For this paper some application of topological folding of rational
tangles in molecular biology. The method of application using
tangles has been pioneered by DeWitt Sumners [18] and used in
the work of Cozzarelli and Spengler [19].
Recombination of DNA is the process of cutting two neighboring
strands with an enzyme and then reconnecting them in a different
way.
The idea of applying topological folding of tangle is to use the
addition of tangles to write the topological transformation for
possible recombination of DNA molecules. one can be using the
topological information to obtain limitations on the possibilities
for the products of the recombination.
Recombination occurs in successive rounds for which the
nature of the products can be known through a combination of
electrophoresis and electron microscopy. In particular, electron
microscopy provides the biologist with an enhanced image of the
DNA molecule from which it is possible to see direct evidence
of knotting and super coiling. In the case of TN3 resolvase, a
species of closed circular DNA is seen to produce very specific
knots and links in successive rounds of recombination[17]. By
knowing these actual products of the rounds of recombination it
is possible to use topological folding to deduce the mechanism
for the recombination.
w w w. i j e a r. o r g
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